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Abstract. The class SLUR (Single Lookahead Unit Resolution) was
introduced in [22] as an umbrella class for efficient SAT solving. [7,2]
extended this class in various ways to hierarchies covering all of CNF
(all clause-sets). We introduce a hierarchy SLURk which we argue is the
natural “limit” of such approaches.
The second source for our investigations is the class UC of unit-refutation
complete clause-sets introduced in [10]. Via the theory of (tree-resolution
based) “hardness” of clause-sets as developed in [19,20,1] we obtain a
natural generalisation UC k , containing those clause-sets which are “unitrefutation complete of level k”, which is the same as having hardness at
most k. Utilising the strong connections to (tree-)resolution complexity
and (nested) input resolution, we develop fundamental methods for the
determination of hardness (the level k in UC k ).
A fundamental insight now is that SLURk = UC k holds for all k. We can
thus exploit both streams of intuitions and methods for the investigations of these hierarchies. As an application we can easily show that the
hierarchies from [7,2] are strongly subsumed by SLURk . We conclude
with a discussion of open problems and future directions.
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Introduction

The boolean satisfiability problem, SAT for short, in its core version is the problem of deciding satisfiability of a conjunctive normal form (clause-set); see the
handbook [4] for further information. We bring together two previously unconnected streams of research:
SLUR The search for classes of clause-sets for which one can decide satisfiability
in polynomial time. Especially we consider the SLUR algorithm and class.
UC The search for target classes of clause-sets with good knowledge compilation
properties, i.e., where the clausal entailment problem can be decided quickly.
Especially we consider the class UC of unit-refutation complete clause-sets.
In the year 1995 in [22] the SLUR algorithm was introduced, a simple incomplete
non-deterministic SAT-decision algorithm, together with the class SLUR of inputs where it always succeeds. SLUR contains various classes with polynomialtime SAT decision, where previously only rather complicated algorithms were
known. The natural question arises, whether SLUR can be turned into a hierarchy, covering in the limit all clause-sets. In [7,2] the authors finally proved
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that membership decision of SLUR is coNP-complete, and presented three
hierarchies, SLUR(k), SLUR∗(k) and CANON(k). It still seemed that none
of these hierarchies is the final answer, though they all introduce a certain
natural intuition. We now present what seems the natural “limit hierarchy”,
which we call SLURk , and which unifies the two basic intuitions embodied in
SLUR(k), SLUR∗(k) on the one hand and CANON(k) on the other hand.
In the year 1994 in [10] the class UC was introduced, containing clause-sets
F such that clause entailment, that is, whether F |= C holds (clause C follows
logically from F , i.e., C is an implicate of F ), can be decided by unit-clause
propagation. A second development is important here, namely the development
of the notion of “hardness” hd(F ) in [19,20,1]. As we show in Theorem 14,
hd(F ) ≤ k is equivalent to the property of F , that all implicates of F (i.e., all
clauses C with F |= C) can be derived by k-times nested input resolution from
F , a generalisation of input resolution as introduced and studied in [19,20]. We
obtain that UC is precisely the class of clause-sets F with hd(F ) ≤ 1 ! It is then
natural to define the hierarchy UC k via the property hd(F ) ≤ k. The hierarchy
CANON(k) is based on resolution trees of height at most k, which is a special
case of k-times nested input resolution, and so we have CANON(k) ⊂ UC k .
The hardness-notion provides the proof-theoretic side of our investigations.
The algorithmic side is given by the reductions rk (F ), which perform certain
forced assignments, with r1 being UCP (unit-clause propagation) as the most
well-known case. For unsatisfiable F the hardness hd(F ) is equal to the minimal
k such that rk (F ) detects unsatisfiability of F . This yields the basic observation
UC ⊆ SLU R — and actually we have UC = SLUR !
So by replacing the use of r1 in the SLUR algorithm by rk (using a refined, semantic, analysis) we obtain a natural hierarchy SLURk , which includes
the previous SLUR-hierarchies SLUR(k) and SLUR∗(k), and where we have
SLURk = UC k . This equality of these two hierarchies is our argument that we
have found the “limit hierarchy” for SLUR.
The underlying report of this paper is [15], where all missing proofs can be
found, and where examples are provided. Also the anticipated main application
of the classes UC k as target classes for SAT translation is discussed there.
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Preliminaries

We follow the general notions and notations as outlined in [18]. Based on an
· VA of positive and
infinite set VA of variables, we form the set LIT := VA ∪
negative literals, using complementation. A clause C ⊂ LIT is a finite set of
literals without clashes, i.e., C ∩ C = ∅, where for L ⊆ LIT we set L := {x : x ∈
L}. The set of all clauses is denoted by CL. A clause-set F ⊂ CL is a finite set
of clauses, the set of all clause-sets is CLS. A special clause is the empty clause
⊥ := ∅ ∈ CL,Sand aSspecial clause-set is the empty clause-set > := ∅ ∈ CLS.
By lit(F ) := F ∪ F we denote the set of literals occurring at least in one
polarity in F . We use var : LIT → VA for the underlying variable of a literal,
var(C)
:= {var(x) : x ∈ C} ⊂ VA for the variables in a clause, and var(F ) :=
S
var(C)
for the variables in a clause-set. The number of variables in a
C∈F
clause-set is n(F ) := |var(F )| ∈ N0 , the number of P
clauses is c(F ) := |F | ∈ N0 ,
and the number of literal occurrences is `(F ) :=
C∈F |C| ∈ N0 . The set of
Horn clause-sets is HO ⊂ CLS, where every clause contains at most one positive
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literal. A partial assignment ϕ : V → {0, 1} maps V ⊂ VA to truth-values,
the set of all partial assignments is PASS. We construct partial assignments via
hv1 → ε1 , . . . , vn → εn i ∈ PASS for vi ∈ VA and εi ∈ {0, 1}. We use var(ϕ) := V .
For a partial assignment ϕ ∈ PASS and a clause-set F ∈ CLS the application of
ϕ to F is denoted by ϕ ∗ F ∈ CLS, which results from F by removing all satisfied
clauses (containing at least one satisfied literal), and removing all falsified literals
from the remaining clauses. A clause-set F is satisfiable (i.e., F ∈ SAT ⊂ CLS)
if there exists a partial assignment ϕ with ϕ∗F = >, otherwise F is unsatisfiable
(i.e., F ∈ U SAT := CLS \ SAT ). Two clauses C, D ∈ CL are resolvable if they
clash in exactly one literal x, that is, C ∩ D = {x}, in which case their resolvent
is (C ∪ D) \ {x, x} (with resolution literal x). A resolution tree is a binary tree
formed by the resolution operation. We write T : F ` C if T is a resolution tree
with axioms (the clauses at the leaves) all in F and with derived clause (at the
root) C. By Comp*R (F ) for unsatisfiable F the minimum number of leaves in
a tree-resolution-refutation T : F ` ⊥ is denoted. Finally, by r1 : CLS → CLS
unit-clause propagation is denoted, that is applying F ; hx → 1i ∗ F as long as
there are unit-clauses {x} ∈ F , and reducing F ; {⊥} in case of ⊥ ∈ F .
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The SLUR class and extensions

The SLUR-algorithm and the class SLUR ⊂ CLS have been introduced in [22].
For input F ∈ CLS we get an incomplete polynomial-time SAT algorithm, which
either returns “SAT” or “UNSAT” (in both cases correctly) or gives up. This
algorithm is non-deterministic, and SLUR is the class of clause-sets where it
never gives up (whatever the choices are). Thus SAT-decision for F ∈ SLU R
can be done in polynomial time, and due to an observation attributed to Truemper in [11], the SLUR-algorithm can actually be implemented such that it runs
in linear time. Decision of membership, that is whether F ∈ SLU R holds, by
definition is in coNP, but only in [7] it was finally shown that this decision problem is coNP-complete. The original motivation was that SLUR contains several
other classes, including renamable Horn, extended Horn, hidden extended Horn,
simple extended Horn and CC-balanced clause-sets, where for each class it was
known that the SAT problem is solvable in polynomial time, but with in some
cases rather complicated proofs, while it is trivial to see that the SLUR-algorithm
runs in polynomial time. In [11,12] probabilistic properties of SLUR have been
investigated. In this section we first give a semantic definition of SLUR in Subsection 3.1. In a nutshell, SLUR is the class of clause-sets where either UCP
(unit-clause propagation aka r1 ) creates the empty clause, or where otherwise
iteratively making assignments followed by UCP will always yield a satisfying
assignment, given that these transitions do not obviously create unsatisfiable
results, i.e., do not create the empty clause. In order to understand this definition clearly, we present a precise mathematical (non-algorithmic) definition,
SLUR
based on the transition relation F −−−−→ F 0 (Definition 2), which represents one
non-deterministic step of the SLUR algorithm: If r1 on input F ∈ CLS does not
determine unsatisfiability (in which case we have F ∈ SLUR), then F ∈ SLUR
iff > can be reached by this transition relation, while everything else reachable
from F is not an end-point of this transition relation. In [7,2] recently three
approaches towards generalising SLUR have been considered, and we discuss
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them in Subsection 3.2. Our generalisation, called SLURk , which we see as the
natural completion of these approaches, will be presented in Section 6.
3.1

SLUR

The idea of the SLUR-algorithm (“Single Lookahead Unit Resolution”) for input
F ∈ CLS is as follows: First run UCP, that is, reduce F ; r1 (F ). If now ⊥ ∈ F
then we determined unsatisfiable. If not, then the algorithm guesses a satisfying
SLUR
assignment for F , by repeated transitions F −−−−→ F 0 , where F 0 is obtained
by assigning one variable and then performing UCP. The “lookahead” means
that for F 0 = {⊥} this transition is not performed. The algorithm might find
a satisfying assignment in this way, or it gets stuck, in which case it “gives
up”. The SLUR class is defined as the class of clause-sets where this algorithm
never gives up. The precise details are as follows. First we define the underlying
transition relation (one non-failing transition from F to F 0 ):
SLUR

Definition 1. For clause-sets F, F 0 ∈ CLS the relation F −−−→ F 0 holds if
there is x ∈ lit(F ) such that F 0 = r1 (hx → 1i ∗ F ) and F 0 6= {⊥}. The transitiveSLUR

reflexive closure is denoted by F −−−→∗ F 0 .
SLUR

Via the transition-relation F −−−−→ F 0 we can now easily define the class SLUR,
which will find a natural generalisation in Definition 26 to SLURk for k ∈ N0 :
Definition 2. The set of reduced clause-sets reachable from F ∈ CLS is denoted
SLUR
SLUR
by slur(F ) := {F 0 ∈ CLS | F −−−−→∗ F 0 ∧ ¬∃ F 00 ∈ CLS : F 0 −−−−→ F 00 }. The
class of all clause-sets which are either identified by UCP to be unsatisfiable, or
where by SLUR-reduction always a satisfying assignment is found, is denoted by
SLU R := {F ∈ CLS : r1 (F ) 6= {⊥} ⇒ slur(F ) = {>}}.
3.2

Previous approaches for SLUR hierarchies

In [7,2] three hierarchies SLUR(k), SLUR∗(k) (k ∈ N) and CANON(k) (k ∈
N0 ) have been introduced. In Section 4 of [2] it is shown that SLUR(k) ⊂
SLUR∗(k) for all k ∈ N and so we restrict our attention to SLUR∗(k) and
CANON(k). CANON(k) is defined to be the set of clause-sets F such that every
prime implicate of F can be derived from F by a resolution tree of height at
most k. Note that basically by definition (using stability of resolution proofs
under application of partial assignments) we get that each CANON(k) is stable
under application of partial assignments and under variable-disjoint union. The
SLUR∗(k) hierarchy is derived in [2] from the SLUR class by extending the
reduction r1 . We provide an alternative formalisation here, in the same manner
as in Section 3.1. The main question is the transition relation F ; F 0 . The
SLUR∗(k)-hierarchy provides stronger and stronger witnesses that F 0 might be
satisfiable, by longer and longer assignments (making “k decisions”) not yielding
the empty clause:
Definition 3. That partial assignment ϕ ∈ PASS makes k decisions for some
k ∈ N0 w.r.t. F ∈ CLS is defined recursively as follows: For k = 0 this relation
holds if ϕ ∗ F = r1 (F ), while for k > 0 this relation holds if either there is k 0 < k
such that ϕ makes k 0 decision w.r.t. F and ϕ ∗ F = >, or there exists x ∈ lit(F )
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and a partial assignment ϕ0 making k − 1 decision for r1 (hx → 1i ∗ F ), and where
SLUR∗k

ϕ ∗ F = ϕ0 ∗ r1 (hx → 1i ∗ F ). Now F −
−−−−
→ F 0 for k ≥ 1 by definition holds
if there is a partial assignment ϕ making k decision w.r.t. F with F 0 = ϕ ∗ F ,
SLUR∗k
where F 0 6= {⊥}. The reflexive-transitive closure is −−−−−→∗ .
Finally we can define the hierarchy:
SLUR∗k

SLUR∗k

slur∗(k)(F ) := {F 0 ∈ CLS | F −−−−−→∗ F 0 ∧ ¬∃ F 00 : F 0 −−−−−→ F 00 }
SLU R∗(k) := {F ∈ CLS : slur∗(k)(F ) 6= {F } ⇒ slur∗(k)(F ) = {>}}.
The unsatisfiable elements of SLUR∗(k) are those F 6= > with slur∗(k)(F ) =
{F }. By definition each SLUR∗(k) is stable under application of partial assignments, but not stable under variable-disjoint union, since the number of
decision variables is bounded by k (in Lemma 21 we will see that our hierarchy
is stable under variable-disjoint union, which is natural since it strengthens the
CANON(k)-hierarchy).
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Generalised unit-clause propagation

In this section we review the approximations of forced assignments, as computed
by the hierarchy of reductions rk : CLS → CLS from [19,20] for k ∈ N0 . For
further discussions of these reductions, in the context of SAT decision and in their
relations to various consistency and width-related notions, see [19,20] and Section
3 in [21]. Fundamental is the notion of a forced literal of a clause-set, which are
literals which must be set to true in order to satisfy the clause-set. If x is a forced
literal for F , then the forced assignment hx → 1i ∗ F yields a satisfiabilityequivalent clause-set. We denote by r∞ (F ) ∈ CLS the result of applying all
forced assignments to F . Note that F is unsatisfiable iff r∞ (F ) = {⊥}. We now
present the hierarchy rk : CLS → CLS, k ∈ N0 , of reductions ([19]), which
achieves approximating r∞ by poly-time computable functions.
Definition 4 ([19]). The maps rk : CLS → CLS for k ∈ N0 are defined as
follows (for F ∈ CLS):

{⊥} if ⊥ ∈ F
r0 (F ) :=
F
otherwise

r
(hx → 1i ∗ F ) if ∃ x ∈ lit(F ) : rk (hx → 0i ∗ F ) = {⊥}
rk+1 (F ) := k+1
.
F
otherwise
r1 is unit-clause propagation, r2 is (full) failed literal elimination. In general we
call rk generalised unit-clause-propagation of level k. In [19] one finds the
following basic observations proven (for k ∈ N0 and F ∈ CLS):
– rk : CLS → CLS is well-defined (does not depend on the choices involved).
– rk applies only forced assignments.
– rk (F ) is computable in time O(`(F ) · n(F )2(k−1) ) and linear space.
Definition 5 ([19,20]). For k ∈ N0 , clause-sets F and clauses C the relation
F |=k C holds if rk (ϕC ∗ F ) = {⊥}, where ϕC := hx → 0 : x ∈ Ci.
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F |=1 C iff some subclause of C follows from F via input resolution. In [19]
the levelled height “h(T )” of branching trees T has been introduced, which was
further generalised in [20]. It handles satisfiable as well as unsatisfiable clausesets. Here we will only use the unsatisfiable case. Then this measure reduces to
a well-known measure which only considers the structure of the tree. [1] used
the term “Horton-Strahler number”, which is the oldest source (from 1945).
Definition 6. The Horton-Strahler number hs(T ) ∈ N0 for a resolution tree
T is defined as hs(T ) := 0, if T is trivial, while otherwise we have two subtrees
T1 , T2 , and we set hs(T ) := max(hs(T1 ), hs(T2 )) if hs(T1 ) 6= hs(T2 ), while in case
of hs(T1 ) = hs(T2 ) we set hs(T ) := max(hs(T1 ), hs(T2 )) + 1.
See Sections 4.2, 4.3 in [19] for various characterisations of hs(T ). In [19], Chapter
7 (generalised in [20], Chapter 5), generalised input resolution was introduced:
Definition 7 ([19,20]). For a clause-set F and a clause C the relation F `k C
(C can be derived from F by k-times nested input resolution) holds if there
exists a resolution tree T and C 0 ⊆ C with T : F ` C 0 and hs(T ) ≤ k.
By Parts 1 and 2 of Theorem 7.5 in [19], generalised in Corollary 5.12 in [20]:
Lemma 8 ([19,20]). For clause-sets F , clauses C and k ∈ N0 we have F |=k C
if and only if F `k C.
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Hardness

This section is devoted to the discussion of hd : CLS → N0 . It is the central
concept of the paper, from which the hierarchy UC k is derived (Definition 13).
The basic idea is to start with some measurement h : USAT → N0 of “the
complexity” of unsatisfiable F . This measure is extended to arbitrary F ∈ CLS
by maximising over all “sub-instances” of F , that is, over all unsatisfiable ϕ ∗ F
for (arbitrary) partial assignments ϕ. A first guess for h : USAT → N0 is to
take something like the logarithm of the tree-resolution complexity of F . However
this measure is too fine-grained, and doesn’t yield a hierarchy like UC k . Another
approach is algorithmical, measuring how far F is from being refutable by unitclause propagation. As shown in [19,20], actually these two lines of thought can
be brought together by the hardness measure hd : USAT → N0 .
Definition 9 ([19,20]). The hardness hd(F ) of an unsatisfiable F ∈ CLS is
the minimal k ∈ N0 such that rk (F ) = {⊥}.
As shown in [19], hd(F )+1 is precisely the clause-space complexity of F regarding
tree-resolution. From [16] we gain the insight that for F ∈ USAT holds hd(F ) ≤
1 iff there exists F 0 ⊆ F which is an unsatisfiable renamable Horn clause-set.
By Theorem 7.8 (and Corollary 7.9) in [19] (or, more generally, Theorem 5.14
in [20]) we have for F ∈ USAT that 2hd(F ) ≤ Comp*R (F ) ≤ (n(F ) + 1)hd(F ) .
Lemma 8 yields:
Lemma 10 ([19,20]). For an unsatisfiable clause-set F and k ∈ N0 we have
hd(F ) ≤ k iff F |=k ⊥ iff F `k ⊥.
By applying partial assignments we can reach all hardness-levels in a clause-set,
as the following lemma shows (see [15] for the straightforward proof):
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Lemma 11. For an unsatisfiable clause-set F and every 0 ≤ k ≤ hd(F ) there
exists a partial assignment ϕ with n(ϕ) = k and hd(ϕ ∗ F ) = hd(F ) − k.
The hardness hd(F ) of arbitrary clause-sets can now be defined as the maximum
hardness over all unsatisfiable instances obtained by partial assignments.
Definition 12. The hardness hd(F ) ∈ N0 for F ∈ CLS is the minimal k ∈ N0
such that for all clauses C with F |= C we have F |=k C (recall Definition 5; by
Lemma 8 this is equivalent to F `k C).
In other words, if F 6= > then hd(F ) is the maximum of hd(ϕ ∗ F ) for partial
assignments ϕ such that ϕ ∗ F ∈ USAT . The measure hd(F ) for satisfiable
F apparently was mentioned the first time in the literature in [1], Definition
8, where there in Lemma 9 it was related to another hardness-alternative for
satisfiable F . Note that one can restrict attention in Definition 12 to prime
implicates C. Hardness 0 means that all prime clauses are there, i.e., hd(F ) = 0
iff prc0 (F ) ⊆ F , where prc0 (F ) is the set of prime implicates of F .
Definition 13. For k ∈ N0 let U C k := {F ∈ CLS : hd(F ) ≤ k} (the class of
unit-refutation complete clause-sets of level k).
The class UC 1 has been introduced in [10] for knowledge compilation. Various
(resolution-based) algorithms computing for clause-sets F some equivalent set
F 0 ∈ U C 1 of prime implicates are discussed. Based on the results from [19,20],
we can now give a powerful proof-theoretic characterisation for all classes UC k :
Theorem 14. For k ∈ N0 and F ∈ CLS holds F ∈ UC k if and only if ∀ C ∈
prc0 (F ) : F `k C. Thus if every C ∈ prc0 (F ) has a tree-resolution refutation
using at most 2k+1 − 1 leaves (i.e., Comp*R (ϕC ∗ F ) < 2k+1 ), then hd(F ) ≤ k.
Proof. The equivalence F ∈ U C k ⇔ ∀ C ∈ prc0 (F ) : F `k C follows from
Lemma 8. And if hd(F ) > k, then there is C ∈ prc0 (F ) with F 6`k C, and then
every tree-resolution derivation of C from F needs at least 2k+1 leaves due to

2hd(ϕC ∗F ) ≤ Comp*R (ϕC ∗ F ) (as stated before).
The following basic lemma follows directly by definition:
Lemma 15. If two clause-sets F and F 0 are variable-disjoint, then we have:
1. If F, F 0 ∈ SAT , then hd(F ∪ F 0 ) = max(hd(F ), hd(F 0 )).
2. If F ∈ SAT and F 0 ∈ USAT , then hd(F ∪ F 0 ) = hd(F 0 ).
3. If F, F 0 ∈ USAT , then hd(F ∪ F 0 ) = min(hd(F ), hd(F 0 )).
Via full clause-sets An (clause-sets such that each clause contains all variables)
with n variables and 2n clauses we obtain (unsatisfiable, simplest) examples with
hd(An ) = n, and when removing one clause for n ≥ 1, then we obtain satisfiable
examples A0n with hd(A0n ) = n − 1 (see [15] for the proof):
Lemma 16. Consider a full clause-set F (each clause contains all variables).
1. If F is unsatisfiable then hd(F ) = n(F ).
2. If F 6= >, then hd(F ) = n(F ) − minC∈prc0 (F ) |C|.
3. If for F no two clauses are resolvable, then hd(F ) = 0.
The next lemma yields a way of increasing hardness (see [15] for the proof):
Lemma 17. Consider F ∈ CLS and v ∈ VA \ var(F ). Let F 0 := {C ∪ {v} : C ∈
F } ∪ {C ∪ {v} : C ∈ F }. Then hd(F 0 ) = hd(F ) + 1.
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5.1

Containment and stability properties

The following fundamental lemma is obvious from the definition:
Lemma 18. Consider C ⊆ CLS stable under partial assignment and k ∈ N0
such that for F ∈ C ∩ USAT we have hd(F ) ≤ k. Then hd(F ) ≤ k for all F ∈ C.
We apply Lemma 18 to various well-known classes C (stating in brackets the
source for the bound on the unsatisfiable cases).
Lemma 19. Consider F ∈ CLS.
1. For ϕ ∈ PASS we have hd(ϕ ∗ F ) ≤ hd(F ) (by Lemma 3.11 in [19]).
2. hd(F ) ≤ n(F ) (by Lemma 3.18 in [19]).
3. If F ∈ 2–CLS = {F ∈ CLS | ∀ C ∈ F : |C| ≤ 2}, then hd(F ) ≤ 2 (by Lemma
5.6 in [19]).
4. If F ∈ HO = {F ∈ CLS | ∀ C ∈ F : |C ∩ VA| ≤ 1} (Horn clause-sets), then
hd(F ) ≤ 1 by (Lemma 5.8 in [19]).
5. More generally, if F ∈ QHO, the set of q-Horn clause-sets (see Section
6.10.2 in [8], and [23]), then hd(F ) ≤ 2 (by Lemma 5.12 in [19]).
6. Generalising Horn clause-sets to the hierarchy HOk from [17] (with HO1 =
HO): if F ∈ HOk for k ∈ N, then hd(F ) ≤ k (by Lemma 5.10 in [19]).
By a standard autarky-argument for 2–CLS (see [18]) we can sharpen the hardnessupper-bound 2 for satisfiable clause-sets:
Lemma 20. For F ∈ 2–CLS ∩ SAT we have hd(F ) ≤ 1.
Proof. Consider ϕ ∈ PASS with unsatisfiable ϕ ∗ F . We have r1 (ϕ ∗ F ) = {⊥},
since otherwise r1 (ϕ ∗ F ) ⊆ F , and thus r1 (ϕ ∗ F ) would be satisfiable.

We have the following stability properties:
Lemma 21. Consider k ∈ N0 .
1. UC k is stable under application of partial assignments (with Lemma 19, Part
1; this might reduce hardness).
2. UC k is stable under variable-disjoint union (with Lemma 15).
3. UC k is stable under renaming variables and switching polarities.
4. UC k is stable under subsumption-elimination.
5. UC k is stable under addition of inferred clauses (this might reduce hardness).
A fundamental tool, underlying all inclusion relations presented here, are the
hierarchies Gk (U, S) ⊆ CLS introduced in [19,20], using oracles U ⊆ USAT ,
S ⊆ SAT for (un)satisfiability decision. Only the unsatisfiable instances are
relevant here (and thus S is not employed in our context): The Gk -hierarchies
contain (finally all) satisfiable instances, as does UC k , but with a different aim, as
can be seen from the fact, that for fixed k, membership in Gk (U, S) is decidable
in polynomial time, while it is coNP-complete for UC k . See [15] for more details,
and for the relations to the hierarchies presented in [6], which can be understood
as special cases. These considerations lead to
Lemma 22. For all k ∈ N0 we have Πk ⊂ UC k+1 and Υk ⊂ UC k+2 for the
hierarchies Πk , Υk introduced in [6].
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5.2

Determining hardness computationally

By the well-known computation of prc0 (F ) via resolution-closure we obtain:
Lemma 23. Whether for F ∈ CLS we have hd(F ) = 0 or not can be decided
in polynomial time, namely hd(F ) = 0 holds if and only if F is stable under
resolution modulo subsumption (which means that for all resolvable C, D ∈ F
with resolvent R there exists E ∈ F with E ⊆ R).
Thus if the hardness is known to be at most 1, we can compute it efficiently:
Corollary 24. Consider a class C ⊆ CLS of clause-sets where C ⊆ UC 1 is
known. Then for F ∈ C one can compute hd(F ) ∈ {0, 1} in polynomial time.
Examples for C are given by HO ⊂ UC 1 and in Subsection 3.1. Another example
class with known hardness is given by 2–CLS ⊂ UC 2 (Lemma 19), and also here
we can compute the hardness efficiently (see [15] for the proof):
Lemma 25. For F ∈ 2–CLS the hardness is computable in polynomial time.
See Theorem 29 for coNP-completeness of computing an upper bound.
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The SLUR hierarchy

We now define the SLURk hierarchy, generalising SLUR (recall Subsection
3.1) in a natural way, by replacing r1 with rk . In Subsection 6.1 we show
SLURk = UC k , and as application obtain coNP-completeness of membership
decision for UC k for k ≥ 1. In Section 6.2 we determine the relations to the
previous hierarchies SLUR∗(k) and CANON(k) as discussed in Subsection 3.2.
Definition 26. Consider k ∈ N0 . For clause-sets F, F 0 ∈ CLS the relation
SLUR:k
F −−−−→ F 0 holds if there is x ∈ lit(F ) such that F 0 = rk (hx → 1i ∗ F ) and
SLUR:k

F0 =
6 {⊥}. The transitive-reflexive closure is denoted by F −−−−→∗ F 0 . The
set of all fully reduced clause-sets reachable from F is denoted by slurk (F ) :=
SLUR:k

SLUR:k

{F 0 ∈ CLS | F −−−−−→∗ F 0 ∧ ¬∃ F 00 ∈ CLS : F 0 −−−−−→ F 00 }. Finally the
class of all clause-sets which are either identified by rk to be unsatisfiable, or
where by k-SLUR-reduction always a satisfying assignment is found, is denoted
by SLU Rk := {F ∈ CLS : rk (F ) 6= {⊥} ⇒ slurk (F ) = {>}}.
We have SLUR1 = SLUR. Obviously > ∈ slurk (F ) ⇔ F ∈ SAT for F ∈ CLS
and all k. And by definition we get:
Lemma 27. We have for F ∈ CLS, k ∈ N0 and a partial assignment ϕ with
SLUR:k
rk (ϕ ∗ F ) 6= {⊥} that F −−−−−→∗ rk (ϕ ∗ F ) holds.
6.1

SLUR = UC

For F ∈ UC k there is the following polynomial-time SAT decision: F is unsatisfiable iff rk (F ) = {⊥}. And a satisfying assignment can be found for satisfiable
F via self-reduction, that is, probing variables, where unsatisfiability again is
checked for by means of rk . For k = 1 this means exactly that the nondeterministic “SLUR”-algorithm will not fail. And that implies that F ∈ SLUR holds,
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where SLUR is the class of clause-sets where that algorithm never fails. So
UC 1 ⊆ SLU R. Now it turns out, that actually this property characterises UC 1 ,
that is, UC 1 = SLUR holds, which makes available the results on SLUR. We
now show that this equality between UC and SLUR holds in full generality for
the UC k and SLURk hierarchies.
Theorem 28. For all k ∈ N0 holds SLURk = UC k .
Proof. Consider F ∈ CLS. We have to show F ∈ SLU Rk ⇔ hd(F ) ≤ k. For
F ∈ USAT this follows from the definitions, and thus we assume F ∈ SAT . First
consider F ∈ SLURk . Consider a partial assignment ϕ such that ϕ∗F ∈ USAT .
We have to show rk (ϕ ∗ F ) = {⊥}, and so assume rk (ϕ ∗ F ) 6= {⊥}. It follows
SLUR
F −−−−→∗ rk (ϕ ∗ F ) by Lemma 27. In general we have that F ∈ SLURk together
SLUR:k

with F ∈ SAT and F −−−−−→∗ F 0 implies F 0 ∈ SAT . Whence rk (ϕ ∗ F ) ∈
SAT , contradicting ϕ ∗ F ∈ U SAT . Now assume hd(F ) ≤ k, and we show
SLUR:k

F ∈ SLURk . For F −−−−−→∗ F 0 we have F 0 ∈ SAT by Lemma 19, Part 1, and
thus slurk (F ) = {>}.

Theorem 29. For fixed k ∈ N the decision whether hd(F ) ≤ k (i.e., whether
F ∈ UC k , or, by Theorem 28, whether F ∈ SLURk ) is coNP-complete.
Proof. The decision whether F ∈
/ SLURk is in NP by definition of SLURk (or
use Lemma 11). By Theorem 3 in [7] we have that SLUR is coNP-complete,
which by Lemma 17 can be lifted to higher k.

6.2

Comparison to the previous hierarchies

The alternative hierarchies SLUR∗(k) and CANON(k) (recall Subsection 3.2)
extend r1 in various ways (maintaining linear-time computation for the (nondeterministic) transitions). We give now short proofs that these alternative hierarchies are subsumed by our hierarchy, while already the second level of our
hierarchy is (naturally) not contained in any levels of these two hierarchies (naturally, since the time-exponent for deciding whether a (non-deterministic) transition can be done w.r.t. hierarchy SLURk depends on k). First we simplify and
generalise the main result of [2], that CANON(1) ⊆ SLUR.
Theorem 30. For k ∈ N0 we have: CANON(k) ⊆ UC k and UC 1 6⊆ CANON(k)
(and thus CANON(k) ⊂ UC k for k ≥ 1).
Proof. By Theorem 14 and the fact, that the Horton-Strahler number of a tree is
at most the height, we see CANON(k) ⊆ UC k . There are formulas in HO∩U SAT
with arbitrary resolution-height complexity and so HO 6⊆ CANON(k). By HO ⊂
UC 1 we get UC 1 6⊆ CANON(k).

Also the other hierarchy SLUR∗(k) is strictly contained in our hierarchy:
Theorem 31. For all k ∈ N0 we have SLUR∗(k) ⊂ SLURk+1 and SLUR2 6⊆
SLUR∗(k).
Proof. The inclusion follows most easily by using Lemma 18 together with the
simple fact that slur∗(k)(F ) = {F } for F 6= > implies rk+1 (F ) = {⊥}. The
non-inclusion follows from CANON(2) 6⊆ SLUR∗(k) (Lemma 13 in [2]), while
by Theorem 30 we have CANON(2) ⊆ SLUR2 .

In [15] we show that SLUR∗(k) and SLURk are incomparable in general.
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7

Conclusion and outlook

We brought together two streams of research, one started by [10] in 1994, introducing UC for knowledge compilation, one started by [22] in 1995, introducing
SLUR for polytime SAT decision. Two natural generalisations, UC k and SLURk
have been provided, and the (actually surprising) identity SLURk = UC k provides both sides of the equation with additional tools. Various basic lemmas have
been shown, providing a framework for elegant and powerful proofs. Regarding
computational problems, we solved the most basic questions. The next steps
for us, which have already been partially accomplished, consist in the following
investigations:
1. Complementary to “unit-refutation completeness” there is the notion of
“propagation completeness”, as investigated in [9,5]. This will be captured
and generalised by a corresponding measure phd : CLS → N0 of propagation-hardness.
2. The real power of SAT representations comes with new variables. Expressive power and limitations of the “good representations” have to be studied.
Relevant here is [3], which shows that for example the satisfiable pigeonhole
formulas PHPm
m do not have polysize representations of bounded hardness.
3. Applications of representations of bounded hardness to cryptographic problems has to be experimentally evaluated. We consider especially attacking
AES/DES, as preliminary discussed in [14,13].
4. The theory started here has to be generalised via the use of oracles as in
[19,20] (this is one way of overcoming the principal barriers shown in [3], by
employing oracles which can handle pigeonhole formulas).
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